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PRECISION MEASUREMENTS IN FIREARM IDENTIFICATION

Problems Encountered in the Art of Identifying Firearms

By WiLMEE SoTJDEE, Bureau of Standards

Opinions on the science of firearm identification

fall into two general groups. The first group would
be represented by those who have no faith in the

work and who condemn experts as absolutely unre-

liable and a menace to the State. The second group
would be represented by those willing to grant that

there are valuable results coming from such Avork

when properly handled. It is to this second class of

individuals that this jiaper is particularly directed.

However, the first group should not be ignored. Per-

haps they have more reasons for their skepticism than
many of us haA’e heretofore been willing to admit.

Obviously when prosecution and defense each in-

troduce expert testimony and this testimony is diver-

gent and contradictory the accuracy for the total ex-

pert testimony can not be 100 per cent. Furthermore,
many jieople claim that if the prosecution expert and
the defense expert are fully qualified as honest ex-

perts there will be no difference in opinions. Facing
this condition the public often concludes that one or

both experts have not made perfect nor complete
preparation for expert testimony.

We should not forget that even the decisions of our
courts are not always unanimous, although each mem-
ber of the court has studied the same evidence. The
duties of an expert is to display and interpret the facts

to the best of his ability, in accordance with the obli-

gations of his oath he can do no more and he must
do no less.

Lack of agreement need not be used as an argument
to disqualify all experts. To reject all testimony be-

cause of disagreement Avould, if applied to all activi-

ties, create difficulties and complications beyond
measure, especially in social, political, and religious

relations. The existence of so much conflict among
so-called experts permitted to testify to-day does, how-
ever, constitute a most serious handicap to the effec-

tiveness of truly expert testimony. A hint as to how
this condition might be minimized in the field of bal-

listics Avill be given later.

To the second group, holding favorable opinions of
the value and acceptability of this type of evidence, it

is a pleasure to give some of the fundamentals of the
methods used. There need be no argument raised

about the possibility of identifying all bullets from
all guns. We must admit that through vicious treat-

ment of bullet or gun, ignorance or neglect in caring
for the gun or bullet and many other conditions be-

yond control of the expert, it is often impossible to say
whether or not a certain bullet passed through a cer-

tain gun. Similar uncertainties exist in legal proce-
dure regarding the physical or mental condition of a

person at some previous date, regarding the accuracy
of records, and many other items on which positive
proof is not available.

Where sufficient original markings on bullets or
shells are not available for definite conclusions, it is

the duty of the expert to admit his inability to solve
the problem. There are now sufficient data to prove

that, with the limitations as listed above, the work in

firearm identification ranks high as a safe and efficient

tool for use by all officials of the law.
This brings us at once to the center of strife, namely,

“What constitutes sufficient markings?” The only
satisfactory answer possible at this time comes through
experience in varied types of tests. The individual
must decide for himself that he is sure of the identifi-

cation when certain conditions exist. This certainty

of abilit}^ must be established by the correct solution

of secretly prepared tests using more and more difficult

combinations, locating the causes and amounts of in-

dividual variations of bullets from the same gun, and
from different gmis of the same make. The expert
should work conscientiously in the field until he recog-

nizes what can be done 'and what can not be done. He
should never hesitate to withhold weak or improperly
supported opinions on the marginal or border line

cases.

Until satisfactory proof of expertness is required

by the court the untrained and the biased experts will

be able to continue in “ business ” and will continue to

cloud rather than clarify cases. Before 12 jurors they
must be only 8^ per cent efficient in clouding the case

to secure a hung jury, and this is usually a 100 per
cent victory for their plan.

We have need for an examining and licensing board
to pass upon the abilities and conduct of those who
wish to advise or testify as experts. An organization

of approved experts could advise intelligently the

bench and bar upon the value and limitations of ex-

pert testimony and the general method of collecting

and presenting evidence. Courts now accept various

statements as supporting claims for expert qualifica-

tions and admit much evidence which can not be

supported. The fact that one holds a medal for

marksmanship or has had Army or police service is

often accepted as proof of ability in identification.

This popular qualification is enhanced, in the minds
of the jury, if the witness has written articles or has
lectured on some phase of ballistics or if his picture

has appeared in the local papers. Experience in sell-

ing or using sporting goods is not overlooked as a

quality which might suggest expert abilities. The
public knows so little about this science of identifica-

tion that it fails to realize that experience in one or

all of the above fields does not guarantee ability of

any value Avhatever in this work.

Such persons wishing to be accepted as experts Avith-

out having actually to qualify are usually very anxious

for imblicity in the press and are quite free in their

interviews. Fortunately for such the public does not

alwaj’^s recognize the art of this scheme and mis-

construes this shrewdness in advertising and selling

service for ability in the field of identification. Fire-

arm identification can not be permitted to depreciate

to a point where shrewd advertising is necessary for

success before a court. Firearm identification and
advertising are tAvo different arts. Favorable attri-

butes which contribute to expert ability arc

:
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1. Experience in metrology either in a school or

laboratory shop, where accurate measurements of

small dimensions are made by the use of micrometer
microscope and photographic camera. It is indeed

painful to see the awkward, crude, and often impos-

sible attempts made before juries by some unskilled
“ expert ” attempting to j

ustify measurements or

values which can not possibly be made with the ac-

curacy or method shown. Exposure of the charlatan-

ism of such before a jury is seldom worth the effort as,

to lie effective, the exposure must be 100 per cent

perfect. The lack of training and familiarity with
precision measurements by one or more members of

the jury makes 100 per cent exposure practically

impossible.

2. Familiarity with the details of manufacture of

arms and ammunition, the defects in new arms and
the defects Avhich develoii with use. These are abso-

lutely necessary.

3. Demonstrated ability to identify exhibits, beais

ing secret identifying marks, approximating, in dif-

ficulty, those on which he is testifying. These tests if

not previousl}^ taken might well be arranged before

the expert takes the stand, but neA^er after. The prep-
aration of such tests to be effective must not be dele-

gated to amateurs. Unfortunately courts Avill not
permit the introduction of such proof of ability unless

all pai’ties conducting the test are present in person
to testify.

4. Ability to prepare evidence in photographic form
so that permanent records may be aA'ailable for use in

appeal cases and for study by those Avishing to verify

the “ expertness of the expert.”

The positiveness of the identification of the bullet,

shell, and gun depend upon the agreement of pecu-
liarities or indhudualistic markings appearing on the
tAvo articles compared, one from the body, say, and
one from a knoAvn Aveapon. The first objection to this

type of identification usuallj^ comes from the ignorant
or unscrupulous individual, Avho through incomplete
information, insists that all bullets or shells from a

certain type of arm are marked alike. To this Ave

must agree if Ave are considering only gross markings

;

just as AA'e must agree that all graduates of a certain
militax-y academy look alike, especially if Ave vieAV

them a mile a.Avay. Many so-called experts seldom get
closer than “ a mile ” to the real evidence of arm iden-
tification. College professors, medical examiners, and
2
Aortrait jihotograjihers soon find means for detecting
differences in college students. By ap^iroaching
closer than a mile and giving close attention to the
individual characteristics these students are soon rated
so that no mistake need be made in identifying any one
of the grou^i. The disguise which any student might
receive through accidental injiuy, sickness, or fatigue
need not iireA^nt his identification at the hosjDital.

The }Dhysician or jxolice officer in making the identifica-

tion disregards all marks and conditions jiroduced by
knoAvn extraneous combinations.

A very similar condition exists in examining bul-

lets. By reason of their jiassing through hard sub-
stances, such as bones, certain parts of clothing, etc.,

they acquire accidental or sujAerfluous markings Avhich
must be ignored. Further siqDerfluous markings,
Avhich must not be exjxected on test bullets, I'esult from
loose iiarticles left in the barrel, such as slivers of
metal cut from previously fired bullets, chunks of

rust in imcleaned barrels, and similar defects which
develop) betweexi the firing of the tAvo bullets under
study. These must be ignored Avithout argument or

prejudice to the identification.

When Ave are confronted Avith the accumulated evi-

dence of an unusual number of fine line structure

agreements on the two bullets and find no inexplainable
discrejiancies, there is only one report possible and that

is identity^ of source of bullets. The individual land
markings on bullets Avhen magnified, say twenty-five

times the natural dimension, often reveal as many as

10 or more agreements in a single land and in a very
com|Alicated jxattern. These land jiatterns are usually

different in arrangement, depth, and breadth for each
land as Ave go around the individual bullet

;
but shoAV

agreement if we compare corres^Aonding land patterns
of the tAvo bullets. The agreement of these individual
jjatterns at one and only one of the many possible posi-

tion combinations, the consecutive order of the indivi-

dual agreements and the continued agreement on addi-

tional test bullets give us evidence AAdiich, measured
by mathematical analysis, assures us of a certainty
‘‘ beyond any reasonable doubt.” But feAv types of

eAudence ajiproach this Avork for accuracy. The testi-

mony of eye witnesses, for example, often admits of

criticism for reasons Avhich we are, unfortunately, not
ahvays able to exjilain. We do not bar such testimony
desjxite its many known weaknesses. We prefer to use
it for Avhat it may be worth. The same criterion for

ballistic identification is all any expert asks; but he
asks that its Avorth be not injured by false claims or

misrejiresentations, and that those Avho comment
thereon do so in definite terms and only after they
haA^e demonstrated jiositively their ability as experts.

So long as the jmblic remains uninformed of the

details of this Avork we shall have seA'ere criticism of

the results. These criticisms need not disturb officers

collecting evidence and jireparing cases. Wlien the

markings on evidence bullet and test bullet agree to

a sufficient degree to show identity of source, the
officers Jnay build Avith safety on this fact. This will

usually enable them to concentrate on a single suspect

and thus save the expenses of the broad or unre-
stricted investigations which are so frequently con-

ducted until definite data are jxroduced.

If ballistic tests enable them to discover sufficient

additional evidence to make the case (in practically

all cases it Avill do this) there need be no serious

thought taken at that moment of the ignorant jxublic’s

ojxinion of arms identification. If sufficient additional

evidence to make the case is not discovered, then it

Avould a|)pear better to Avait, so far as ballistic work
is concerned, as ballistic eAudence does not always
satisfy the second requirement of all properly pre-

pared cases, namely, “ ^ilacing the jDerson at the scene.”

Othei’AAUse excellent cases have been lost by overlook-
ing this requirement. A verdict of acquittal is final

and closes the case forever regardless of Avhat eAU-

dence may deA^eloj) next day or next year. Therefore,
until the case is completed (disregarding ballistic evi-

dence) it seems very unAvise to go to trial. Any prose-

cutor who does so should realize that the responsibility

for liis actions rests upon his OAvn shoulders.

With such rigid and definite methods, tools, and
information available, we have one of the most power-
ful means for investigating available evidence in this

field. The findings are safe; they are available to
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any one interested; they consistently give the same
testhnony and by virtue of these facts, the expert has

a most remarkable array of permanent records show-
ing the reasons for his opinion.

Firearm identification will undoubtedly be retarded

in its service to the administration of justice so long

as so-called experts, inadequately trained to collect and
to interpret physical data correctly and in harmony
with the refinements peculiar to this science, are per-

mitted to testify. Courts should be more correctly

advised regarding the training and equipment neces-

sary for such work, regarding the type of testimony

and permanent records which should be required, and
finally regarding limitations which must be observed

in this as in all other sciences. There should be

adopted

:

1.

Minimum standards of equipment to be used.

2. Standards for records of evidence to accompany
and substantiate the expert’s opinion; there to in-

clude photographs, metrological data, and interpreta-
tions in permanent form.

3. Standards for qualification of experts which will

include actual tests made against secretly designated
materials and reported in compliance with item 2.

4. Methods for constant following up of expeids
testifying in court to guarantee the highest efficiency.

The compliance wifh such standards should be a
guarantee of abilify which could not be ignored by
any court or jury. Conversely, those unwilling to
comply Avith such regulations should be j)ermitted to
explain why they are unwilling to do so. It is felt,

howeA^er, that aiiA^ one who has giA^en the time and
effort to properly qualify in this field Avill welcome
an opportunity to cooperate in a plan such as has
been outlined.

A NEW INDUSTRY ESTABLISHED

Manufacture of Sound-Absorbing Materials Has Materially

Developed Within the Past Three Years

In the files of the Bureau of Standards is to be
found the story of the development of a new indus-
trju This of itself is noteworthy, but additional in-

terest attaches to this case from the fact that fully

three-quarters of this deA^elopment has occurred dur-
ing the business depression of the last three years.

Reference is made to the manufacture of sound-ab-
sorbing materials for use in correcting the acoustic

quality of auditorimns.

Though the underlying principles of architectural

acoustics have been known for nearl}^ 40 years, the
subject attracted but little attention from those who
should haA'e been interested until the introduction of
talking pictures. It was then found that many thea-
ters which had been built for silent pictures were
acoustically almost useless. This discovery stimu-
lated the study of means for correcting the difiiculty

and directed attention to such sound-absorbing mate-
rials as Avere then available. These materials were
limited in number, and some of them were serious fire

risks. Development of neAV materials to meet the de-

mand brought requests for service of the Bureau
of Standards in the measurement of their sound
absorption.

In 1928 the facilities for this work Avere limited

to two laboratories, both in the State of Illinois. In
the fall of 1928 the Bureau of Standards completed
a reA’erberation room for making such tests and
placed it in serAuce. During the remainder of that
year its facilities Avere used by two manufacturers.
In 1929 seA’en difl'erent firms sent material for meas-
urement. and this number was increased to 18 in 1930
and 23 in 1931, in which year the total number of

samples measured was 97. For the first half of 1932
the demand for service of this character has been
considerably in excess of the 1931 rate.

Another measure of the extent to Avhich the bureau
has been connected Avith this neAv manufacturing de-

A’elopment is found in the increasing correspondence
on the subject. So frequent became letters of inquiry
regarding ditferent acoustic materials that early in

1930 it became necessary to issue a letter ciTcular on
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the subject. The first edition of this circular in
March, 1930, listed 11 materials Avhich the bureau had
measured up to that time. Seven editions of tins
letter circular have been called for, each edition list-

ing an increasing number of materials. The latest

edition, of April, 1932, fists 37 different materials,
with several varieties of each, totaling 87.

In addition to furnishing this service, the Bureau
of Standards has been called upon by architects for
adAuce regarding the iDreliminar}' calculation of the
acoustic quality of a proposed auditorium. It has
become an established rule of the Government archi-
tects to submit to the bureau all plans for neAv Fed-
eral court rooms throughout the country for sugges-
tion and criticism in this respect.

The bureau has also contributed to the development
of improved methods and instruments for making
sound-absorption measurements. The following pub-
lications, obtainable from the Superintendent of Doc-
uments, GoA'ernment Printing Office, Washington.
D. C., at the prices named. giA^e a description of the
bureau’s Avork along these fines.

Architectural Acoustics, by Paul R. Heyl, B. S.

Circular No. 396, 1931 (C396), 5 cents.

Transmission and Absorption of Sound b}" Some
Building Materials, by E. A. Eckhardt arid V. L.
Chrisler, B. S. Sci. Papers, vol. 21, 1926-27
(S526), 15 cents.

The Absorption of Sound at Oblique Angles of In-
cidence. by Paul R. Heyl, V. L. Chrisler, and
W. F. Snyder, B. S. Jour. Research, a'oI. 4, 1930
(RPI49)

,
5 cents.

The Measurement of Sound Absorption, by V. L.
Chrisler and W. F. Snyder, B. S. Jour. Research,
A’ol. 5, 1930 (RP242), io cents.

FORGED-TOOLS SCHEDULE REAFFIRMED

Simplified-practice recommendation No. R17-31. on
forged tools has lieen reaffirmed, Avithout change, by
the standing committee of the industry.

This recommendation, Avhich Avas proposed and de-
A-eloped by tlie indu.strv. lias lieen in.strumental in re-

ducing tile number of forged tools from 665 to 4.31, or

35 per cent, and their eye sizes from 120 to 10, or

91.6 per cent.


